With some key additions and a surplus of exciting young talent, the Yankees entered 2019 eager to improve upon their 100-win 2018 campaign. After two straight postseason trips, the Bronx Bombers were looking to go all the way this year. As the season begins and the goals come into focus, we’re curious: How well do you know this squad?

1. If a Yankees player wins the 2019 American League Rookie of the Year Award or finishes runner-up, it would be the fourth year in a row that a Baby Bomber places in the top two. Who were the previous three rookies to finish No. 1 or 2 in the voting?
   A) Chad Green, Aaron Judge, Miguel Andújar
   B) Luis Severino, Aaron Judge, Miguel Andújar
   C) Gary Sánchez, Aaron Judge, Miguel Andújar
   D) Aaron Judge, Miguel Andújar, Gleyber Torres

2. Which Yankees reliever entered 2019 seeking a sixth straight 100-strikeout season?
   A) Aroldis Chapman
   B) Dellin Betances
   C) Adam Ottavino
   D) Chad Green

3. Which three members of the 2019 New York Yankees were born in the Empire State?
   A) Dellin Betances, Tommy Kahnle and Adam Ottavino
   B) Aaron Hicks, Dellin Betances and J.A. Happ
   C) Austin Romine, Clint Frazier and Tyler Wade
   D) Adam Ottavino, Tyler Wade and Greg Bird

4. Which two Yankees will look to top the career highs they set in both home runs and RBI in 2018?
   A) Aaron Judge and Giancarlo Stanton
   B) Didi Gregorius and DJ LeMahieu
   C) Gary Sánchez and Aaron Judge
   D) Aaron Hicks and Austin Romine

5. Which Yankees player is a two-time Gold Glove Award winner and a two-time Silver Slugger?
   A) DJ LeMahieu
   B) Brett Gardner
   C) Troy Tulowitzki
   D) Aaron Judge

---

WHO AM I?

1. Added light tower in outfield
   2. Removed Aaron Judge’s sunglasses
   3. Extended Judge’s sleeve
   4. Changed Judge’s jersey number to 96
   5. Removed pinstripes from Judge’s pants

---

FUN WITH PHOTOS

1. CC Sabathia
   2. Changed color of Stanton’s glove to brown
   3. Changed color of baseball to red
   4. Added “New York Yankees” to outfield sign
   5. Added trainer in outfield

---

ANSWERS